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anlatacaklardır. Ayrıca bu çalışma ile ilgili bir özet sizlere 

dağıtılmıştır. Toplantıya katılan siz değerli üyelerin konu ile 

ilgili ileri süreceği görüşlerinin proje sonuçlarının 

geliştirilmesinde yardımcı olacağı inancındayım. 
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1. The comman Agricultural Policy of the EC 

1.1 EC agriculture and integration 

The agricultural seetar of the EC has been treated 

differently from other parts of the integrated EC ~conomy since 

the establishment of the community. While ·ffiuch intervention in 

industrial seeters in the original rnember stsı,tes was based on 

tariff Protection with little direct dornestic market manipulation 

the situation in agricultural market was in stark contrast. Here 

all originaı six governments interverred in their domestic 

agricul tur al seeters to a high degree in addi tion to prov:iding 

protection from import competition. fhe particular problems of 

agriculture such as unstable and declining prices and poor 

resource mobility, coupled with sustained and effective political 

pressure, has m ade such intervention typical as economic growth 

proceeds in developed countries. •rhe Treaty of Rome recognized 

th.at theSe conditions would persist in an integrated community 

and so requires a commen agricultUral market (Article 38) and a 

commen agricultural policy (Article 39). These Articles of t:Q.e 

Treaty have provided the objectives of EC agricultural policy and 

remain prominent in all current considerations of farm policies. 
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Ho'tııever, the way these objectives are to be achieved, that is, 

the polic:y instrumeints to be used, are less clearly de.fined and 

the legislation i.s permissive rather than mandatory. of the five 

major objectives, the requirement of ı •• increasing the individual 

earnings of persons engaged in agriculture .. 1 has received the 

greatest attent'ion and many of the policy instruments developed 

following the 1958 stresa conference on the formatian of the CAP 

reflect this. 

1.2 Principles of the CAP 

There are· three guiding principles of the CAP: 

a) Unity of the market 

b) community preferenc·e 

c) Financial solidarity 

a) unity of the market refers to the comman market for 

agricultural products and requires free tr:ad.e across internal EC 

borders such that differences in prices reflect short-term 

differences in supply and demand conditions or differences in 

transport costs only. Thus, this is the principle of comman 

agricul tur al prices intended. to promote compet i U. on and achieve 

the advantages of efficient resource allocation in line with the' 

overall objectives of economic integration. 
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Alth.ough existing in principle, common.agriculturaJ. prices 

have not heen the norm in the EC since the late 1960s due to 

the complicatj.ons of the community 1 s agrimonetary system 

which operateı's on different exchange rates rilther than usual 

!ı1arltet ra tes. This has p~rsistently re:~sul te d in zcnf::.s w ith 

significant pr-ice differenees and conseqııçntly the need to 

prevent the development of an u artj.ficial n trade ~-n fa·rm 

products across internal borders by the system of ::.c.xes and 

subsidies called monetary conıpensçıtoı.·y t'imounts. 

b) communi,ty preference provides a ır.argj_n of ?.dvantage fc,r 

EC farr.ı.erş coınpc.red to suppliers from the world market. It 

gives prott'"!.Ction against import~ and han been th0 main way that 

the coınmuni ty has channelled fund s to i ts farmex·s. 

Hethods of provj_ding EC .preference ·vary accor.ding' to type 
f 

of product and international agreements. rnstruments 

typically use d include tariffs { eg·, beef s ome frui t and 

vegetables) , variable import levies ( eg r · cere.als, m ilk 

product, sugar, beef) production· and processing aids (eçj, 

oilı~eeds, pulses, s ome process ed frı.ıit and vegeta.bles) and 

minimum import prices (eg·, same fruit and vegetables). 

c) ·Financia.l solidarity adOpts the Pr:<?visioll of Article 40 

of the. Tr<Zaty of Rom e for comman com,muni ty funding of the · 

common Market organiZS:tions (ÇHOs) requireô. for EC market policy 
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and for commen financing of certain structural, or' 

guidance',rneasures. 

Pinaneing the EC is achieved through the system of 1 own 

:resources' whereby the coınmuni ty re ce i ve s revenue a.utomatically, 

as of right, rather than as national conbributions. under the 

CAP, the European Agricultural GuJ.dance and Guarantee Fund (EAGGF 

or FEOGJ.\), provides finance for the policies: the Guidance 

Seetion for structural policies and the Guarantee seetion for 

action on prices. 

2. Turkish European agricultural model (TEAM) 

2.1 Introduction 

TEA!1 t-ıas the model used to assess the impact -of EC accession 

and Turkish adeption of the CAP and is a mathematical programıning 

secto:ı:: model. It was employed first to simulate the agricultural 

resource use, production, coP.sumption, trade and prices in Turkey 

in the base year, 1988. The rnodel 1 s simulated results were then 

compared ~rith those actually observed in the base year for 

calibration and validation purposes. Due to the unique feature on 

non- linear cost parameters which are estimated en<:1og.enously in 

the modeL the trad:Lticinal validation and calibration methods are 

not applicable to 'I'EAM. The exact calibration of the model is 

guaranteed by the non-linear cost parameters. The validation of 

the model is performed in t'.'.JO \1-.mys. First, the non-linear cost 
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parameters estimated for the 1979-88 period and in terms of 

projectability into the future. second, most model sirnulations 

(1979-86) .are employed to project the base year employed in the 

model, 1988. 

2.2 Turkish accessian - 1988 

Once calibrated and vaiida:ted, the model was modified by 

rernoving the elements of Turkish agricultural policy and 

substituting the various.regimes operated under the CAP. The 

sirnulated resource use, production, consumption, trade, price and 

intervention quantities were compared to the base magnitudes to 

analyse what would have been the impact of accessian if Turkey 

had become a full EC member state in 1988 with all CAP regimes 

instantly and fully applied. 

• 
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2. 3 Turkish accessian - 1995 · 

•rhe next stage of the .siınulations addressed a more realistic 

question, namely the impact of acc.ess:i.on in 1.995. ·rhis entailed 

the projectian to 1995 of the following for 

incorpora't:ion :i.r.!.to TEAM in order to sirr,ulate ·r~rl<:i.sh ag:d.cul·!:ure 

in 1 S95 outside the EC: resource end.owments, resou:ı .. -ce .costs, 

trade prices and limits and consumer demand. 'fo se.~~ the effect of 

accessian in 1995, it was then necessary to project the fcllowing 

EC paxiuneter.s for TEAH: EC support prices amd markst prices,. 

world p;rices, quotas, producer /proce.ssor aids an6. tlıe op(,ration 

of CAP regimes. comparing the resul ts of the two 1.995 siııailatj_ons 

gj_ves a more :cealistic idea of the likely impact of access-ion. 

2, 4 operation and components of TE.Al4 

'rEAM is c..n optimizj.ng model covering the v-;hole of the 

Turkish agrj_cul tur al seeter. It is af mathematj.cal .pro,gramın.ing 

model which operates by maximizüıg the sum of consumer and 

prodU:cer su:q:lus. Thus the \1el fa ra of consumers and producers, 

which often conflict 1 are considered in the model's objective 

function. 

For each product covered, an exogenous, line:ar demand 

function is .specj_fied. In addition, the domestic demand is 

augmented ·\.\ri th foreign demand, spectfied as EC plus that from the 

rest of the world, and ·intervention possibilities. 
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For each product the domestic supply function is endogenous 

in the model and determined by the costs of P.roduction which 

include the opporttinity costs internally generated by the model. 

noınestic supply is alsa augmented by fo.reign supply 1 specified as 

EC plus rest-o.f-the-world supply. optimality in the model entails 

equality of total utilization and total availability for all 

commodities. 

The core of model consists of production (input-output} 

activities and resource constraints. The input-output 

coefficients for single and rotation activities as well as the 

resource endowments such as labour, land, animal stock, and 

tractors are specified exogenously, while some inputs such as 

feed, seed and animal power are produced endogenously in the 

mode'l. 

The model consists of three interlinked sub-sectors, namely, 

annual crops, perr~nnial crops .and livestock. These sub-sectors 

are linked via inputs. The livestock seetar uses as input, the 

output and by-products .of crop production as feed, and yields 

animal power as an input to both annual and tree products. The 

model is given a·choice of two production techniques, animal or 

mechanized, and can assign any combination of. weights to these 

two techniques to produce a given produc~ depending on ·the 

optimal allocation of resources guided by the objective function. 

'1211 
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Table 1 gives a summary of model statistics regarding 

number s of inputs, products 1 activi.ties and model size. 

Table 1 TEAM statistics 

Model size 

Number of linear vaiiııb!es 

Number of non-line:ır variabtes 

Number of equations 

Number of products 

Fina! Products 

Anııual 

Perenial 

Livestock 

Iııteı:mediate products 

Number of activities 

Number of inpurs 

Labour 

Tractor 

Animal power 

Feed 

Capital 

'-''' 
Fertiliser 

Fe:ıtu.rı: 

180 X 761 

638 

123 

160 

27 

19 

20 

19 

150 

65 

4 

f 
4 

6 (26) 

24 

ıs 

8 
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2.5 commodity selection Tab le 2 : commodity coverage and classification 

For this study, sixty four commodities were selected in 

order to give as comprehensive a coverage of Turkish agricultural 
ro Overaıt 

(u} A Cereal + Pulses 
B Industriat 

output as possible. For the purpose of analysis and presentatiön c Fnıit amlVeg 
D Uvestock 

of results, .these products have been aggregated into groups as (ili) • ec,.." A 

set out in Table 1. Thus discussion relates to the 
b p,~ A 

Vcgetables c 
d Oilseeds B 

commodities according to the following classification: Fruit and nuts c 
Cotton B 

g Tobacoo B 

o overall (ie,all 64 aggregated); h Sugar B 
T~ B 

A - D 4 commodity groups; j Wine B 
k Shecp meat D ,.,, D 

a - o 15 commodity groups; m Poultry and cggs D 

' Milk D 
1 - 64 64 individual commodities. o Wooı and hides: D 

(iv) Common wheat 33 Grapes: for sulıanas ' This classification system does not. necessarily result 2 Durumwheat "' Frcsh figs ' 3 Com • 35 Figs for dıying 

in homogeneous in terms of detailed CAP market group s 
4 ""' 36 Oranges: 
s Bartey 37 Lemons 

support system. The commen market regimes for the sixty four 
6 Ri~ :ıs Apples 
7 Chkk pea b 39 P~o ' 8 Drytıtans b 40 Frcsh peaches 

products are set out in Table 2 arranged in the four commodity 9 LenıH b 41 Peaches for procesSing ' 10 DcyP"' b 42 1 Aprioots ' groups A - D. ll Poıaıo 43 Cherries ' 12 Bartey poıaro 44 Wild cheı:ries ' 13 Onion 45 Sheep meaı k 
14 Fresh tomato 46 Shccp mi!k 
ıs Tomaıoes: for processing 47 Sheep wool o 
16 Aubcrgine 48 Sbccp hides o 
17 Melon 49 Goaı mear k 
18 Cauliflower ' so Goar milk 
19 Sunflower d. sı Goar wool o 
20 Soyabeans • 52 Goat hides o 
21 Iin.seed d 53 Angora meat k 
22 Colza (rape) d 54 Angora milk o 
23 Conoıı ( ss Angora wool ' 24 Tobacco g S6 Angora hides o 
25 Sugar tıeer 57 Cow mear (beef) 
26 Pistachio 58 Cows milk o 
27 Haıclnurs 59 Cow hides o 
28 Tatıle olives 60 Buffato mear 
29 Olives for oil ' 61 Bı.ıffalo milk 
30 T~ 62 Buffalo hidw o 
31 Tabtc grapes 63 Poulrry meaı m 
32 O ra pes: for winc M Ew m 

ı:ıı 
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E'igure 2 Basic structure of TEAM 

3. Impacts of Turkish adeption of the CAP: The results 

3.1. How to read and interpret the results 

Assessing the-' likely irnpact of a new economic policy is 
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fraught with difficulties. It is an exercise concerned with the 

future. It is therefore based on assumptions about three matters: 

the new policy, the policy which would- have apPlied in the 

absence of the new policY, and the changes which will take place 

irrespectiv.e' of policy. In this study there is a further 

complication. The new policy to be analysed, Turkey• s adeption of 

the CAP, is exarnined at two points in time, 1988 and 1995. The 

first date was chesen as the most re·cent for which full data is 

av~ilable, it is therefore statistically well founded. The second 

date represents a future date before which Turkish ·accession is' 

unlikely and yet not so far into the future that the statistical 

basis for the modelıing is unsound. chapter 4 deseribes the 

detailed assumptions about the economic circumstances in which 

the Turkish agricultural and ~ood industries would have to 

operate if she joined on either of .the·se dates. Between 1988 and 

·1995 there will continue to be general pconomic growth which will 

stimulate increased consumption of many farm products. There will 

also be further technological progress in agr;culture and further 

development of the resource base, particularly of irrigated land, 

which will enhance the productivity of the agricultural sector. 

Thus, all the result to be summarized and discussed in this 

chapter are conditional on the assumptions made. Because these 

results are produced by a compUter model it would.be possible to 

discover the effects of making different assumptions about any of 

the above factors. ındeed, an important part of the brief of this 
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study was to ensure that 'I'urkish officials were provided with the 

me an s and training necessary to .recompute the results in the 

light of changing circumstances. 

ın technical jargonr the analytical procedure used is 

partial and com:parative static. 11 Partialıı refers to the fact that 

only the direct e:Efect on the agricu1tural economy have been 

es>cimated he:re. In reality, nıembership of the EC vd. ll affect all 

seeters of the economy. '!'his will set. up ne~..,ı coınpetitive 

relatj_o:o.ships for facto:cs of production between s ector s. some 

seeters ''iJill be advantaged and ~rill be better able to bid for 

resources, other s will undeJ:go relative decline. It is alsa 

egpec'ced ~hat there Nould be a general boost to the economy 

through a better allocation of resources and the ben<?fit.s of 

scale economies achieved by operating tn a much larger market. 

None of the inter"·sectoral effects have been ana.lysed, and only a 

crude exogenous general 11 irıcome ;:ffect 11 of EC membership has been 

incorporated. 

t · st atı· c" re·Fers to the mode of analysis in which 11 Compara ıve .... 

b1o situations are compared with and without a policy change, in 

b h . f th CAP The comparison thus tries to this case, mem ers ıp o e . 

hold all other variables constant so that the effect of the 

policy change can be distinguished from all other sources of 

· bl The statı·c nature of the analysis change in economic varıa .es. 

refers to the- fact that no attenti_on is focused on the process of 
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adaptation to the new poliCy. The comparj.son is between the base 

and the new situation after the change and after all economic 

agents have completely adjusted to the new policy. In reality 

there are two elements of dynamism which are ignored by this mode 

of analyEis. First, the adeption of the CAP will not be an 

instantaneous process. New members are genera.lly offered a 

trans i tional period, during v;hich the existing methods of support 

are dismantled·and the new measures and prl.ces gradııally applied. 

This accesionary period usua·ııy spans many years, 5 in the ca.se 

of the UK and 10 for spain and Portugal. 'l'he second dynamü:: 

elemen ts is that producers ,. traders and consumers generally take 

time to perceive and· respond to changes in econom_j.c signa:Ls. 'I'hus 

the processes of investment, reallocating resources and clıanging 

consumption patterns in the fa.ce of new price relationships and 

J.ncome l~:n"·~ls all tak e time, perhaps several years to work out. 

The analysis reported here assı.ı.mes tuıı adeption of the CAP 

(either in 1988 or 1995) on the firs day of the year in question 

and full ada_ption to the new circumstances by the end of the 

year. Thus the large impacts discussed below tV'j.ll, in reality, 

not all appear in the firs year ot rnembership but \'Wuld be 

manifest over a much langer period. In short, the results 

deseribed show the effects of instant and fuıı. adeption of all 

the· support regimes in the CAP in the year indicated, and 

immediate and , full adjustment of Turkish farmers 
1 

traders and 

consumers to this policy. 
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A final word of qualification before presenting the results 

concerns the nature of policy making itself in the EC. By 

becoming a member of the community, Turkey will of course have 

the full rights and obligations of any other roember. This 

includes pariicipation in the Continual process of decision 

making for the commen A<;Jricultural Policy. The CAP is not a fixed 

set· of policies but is a continually changing set of compromises 

reached betı-1een the participating members. As it will be seen 

be"low," many features of the pi~sent CAP were not·defined with a 

country of the size and characteristics of '!'urkey in mind. Both 

the negotiations for acCessian and subsequent Turkish 

participation in the agricultural decision making o'nce she 

becoınes a meınber would undoubtedly affect th.e decisions reached, 

thereby moulding the CAP mo re to her benefit·. In what follows, 

~ıith one exception in the case of oilseeds and certain other 

processed produc'tS, very little allowance has been ı:nade for these 

interactive effects. The analysis shows the effects of the CAP as 

it is currently constituted and not as it might be with the 

interaction of Turkish negotiators. 

Tl:e.se resul ts. are therefore not farecas ts of what 'l'Urkish 

agr:ı.cultu:r.e Vlou.ld look like after full adclption· of 'che CAP, but 

they are indica.t:ions of the 'type and magnitude of impacts of 

subjecting 'I'urltey' s agricultural seeter to a cornple·::eıy different 

set pf price reı·ationship::: and support arrangements. In what 
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follows all prices and values are quoted in constant 1988 us 

dollars. The exc~ıange ra te between the dallar and EC assurned was 

unity. 

3. 2 overview of the economic e:ffects of the CA.P 

In measuring the impacts of changing policies economists 

have devised indica~ors of the welfare of two main groups in 

society, producers -in .this case farmers·, and consumers-. in this 

case the entire population because everyone eats. The indicator 

of producer welfare is Called pro4ucer sutplus. This is akin to 

. the net ineome of farmers after all variable ~actors have been 

paid for and is thus areturn t~.the fixed factors in farming, 

the farmer and ·his family, his land and capital. The indicators 

of consum~r welfare is consumer surplus. This measures the 

benefit to consumers of a particular eombination of prices and 

consumption in terms the of extra worth of all intra-marginal 

units consumed. The importance of these rneasur~s, which are added 

together to calculate 1 total welfare 1 is not their absolute value 

which is extremely difficult to interpret, but the changes from 

one situation to another. 

Based on this overall measure of welfare which is the sum of 

economic well being of consumers and producers·the overall impact 

ot" membership in 1988 is an improvement of 18%. If membership is 

delayed until 1995, the corresponding welfare. improvement is 
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24%. The full meaning of the se changes m ay be se en from· the 

absc-lu te welfare indicators sho"Vm below: 

Table 3 overall welfare effects of the CAP 

Billion doUars 
"""""' % 

J.nde:ı: 1988'= 100 

""' Turkey out of EC 29.9 100 

Turkey in EC 35.4 18 118 

1995 Turkey out of EC 473 158 

Turk.:.y in EC 58.6 24 199 

compared to the base situation, that is Turkey outside the 

EC in 1988, the economic effect of membership in 1995- is an 

increase in well being of 99%, ie, from $30 billion to $60 

bilU~on. Ho~Jever,of this increase, 58% ,is the effect of the 

e~pected economic growth in Turkey Between 1988 and 1995 outside 

the COIJI .. fJlU.nity and the effects of the improvements in. agricultural 

resources and technology c:luring this period. '"i'hese figures serve 

to illustrate the several comparisons which can be made to 

indicate the· impact of meniDership of the CAP. Throughout the 

Presentation of all the results it is possible to rnake four 

comparisons: 

A. Description 
comparison 
Example 

B. Description 
comparison 
Example 

'rhe effects of membership ı now ı • 

1988 1 in 'and 1988 1 out' of the EC. 
$29.9bn to $35.4bn, an 18% chance. 

'l'he effects of membership in the ı future ı • 

1995 1 in 'and 1995'out' of the EC. 
·$47.3bn to $58.6bn, a 24% chance. 

c. Description 'The effect of future membership compared to now. 
comparison 1995 1 in and 1988 out. 

Example $ 58.6 bn to $ 29.9 bn, a 99 %change. 

o. oescription 
compaı-ison 
Example 

The future changes outside the EC. 
1,995 1 outı and 1988 'out 1 of·the EC. 
$ 47.3 bn and$ 29.9 bn, a 58% change. 

These indicators of overall welfare measun~ the econornic 

benefits of each set of circumstances to farmers and consumers. 

It is possible tci partition the total effects into the impe.cts on 

each of these two groups. This i.s done in Tab le 4 bel0\•1. 

Farmeı:s 

Economic ef:fects of membership on farmers and· 

consumers 

1"" 

1995 

~-~~· ~~~~~-
BUUon Oıruıge Inde;,; . . . 
dollaı:s % 1988= 100 

Turkey out of EC 6.4 100 

Turkey in the EC 13..2 106 206 
1 

T~rkey out of EC 10.5 '164 ' 

133 Turkey in the EC f 15.0 ,42 
~~-~~--~-~~-~~-~m~-~~~-=-~~~~ 

\ O:ııı.sumeı:s 1988 Turkey out of EC 23.5 100 

Turkey in ıhe EC 22.2 -6 94 

1995 Turkey out of EC · 36.8 

~-==-T~"-'k._;ey_i"-'-h-' -EC~~~~~ ";..,·6-~~·" 
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187 

The results are striking but not un.expected. The commen 

Agricultu:r..al POlicy comprises a set of meas)lres. designed to 

provide protection and support to farmers. It. would be unusual if 

farmers therefore did not benefit. The fj.gures show that farmeı;s 

would gain in welfare by 1Ü6 % ·through membership now. However 
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if membership is delayed until 1995 these benefits fall to an 

improvement of 42 %. The index numbers show that compared to the 

present, memhership in 1995 improves ·the position of farmers by 

a third. These figures, technically, are an indicator of net 

income. It Will be shown beJow 'that a more direct measure of 

ineome show that these figures give an exaggerated impression of 

the adv:aritages to Turkish farmers of the ÇAP. 

As far as consumers are concerned, membership now would be 

an undesirable event. The economic well being of consumers 

actually falls by 6 %. This is not a surprising result. Joining 

an organisation which systematically raises the prices of food at 

the farm level is bourid to be seen as a disadvantage by 

consumers. By delaying entry until. 1995 this .pain ·to castumers is 

eliminated. The snialier disparity between Turkish and EC prices 

in 1995, and the intervening economic growth ensure that 

consumer welfare is not only higher in 1995, but it actually 

· rises upon accessian to the EC by some 19·%. All these figures 

are based on the economic concept of consumer surplus. This is a 

device used to indicate the benefits to consumers of being able 

to purchase more at lower prices or the Costs they suffer .if less 

is purchas'ed at higher prices. It is not a perfect measure, but 

no~e other is better. 

In the summary in Table 3 the benefits to farmers and 

consumers were added to find an overall measure of welfare to 
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SoCiety. This follows the conventional ·approach to such analyses, 

but it does imply that the marginal benefit of one dallar is the 

same both to farmers and consumers. Based on these welfare 

caıculations, Turkey benefit·s from membership of the CAP by 

between orie fifth and one quarter in overall welfare. However, 

farmers will gain considerable more f,rom early membership and 

consumers do better if. membership is delayed. 

Figure 3.and Tables 5 to 6 show the overall effects of the 

CAP on production· volume and value, consumption volume and 

values, the value of trade and on the average ıevel of producer 

prices. In· each case, the results are shown f~r both 1988. and 

1995, outside and inşide the community. 

Figure 3 shows that membership in 1988 would have boosted 

the value of production by 36 % and food expenditure by 21 %. 
f 

The effects of future membership are very much smaller, only a 3 

% ri~e for production and ıess that half a percentage point rise 

for consumption. This is due to two factors. First, it is 

expected that the degree o·f pro~ectionism in the EC· will be much 

lower by 1995 as EC and wOrld market prices converge. second, the 

liberalisation of Turkish agriculture which is taking Place in 

advance of membership togeth~r wi th the changes in ~.echnology and 

resources, imply a large growth in agricultural output and. food 

consumption. Thus, most of the very large effects on production 

and consumption inside the EC compared to the base situation are 
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due to the changes which will take place before Turkey joins the 

EC. 

Table 5 compares these figures on the.value of production 

and consumpt~on with the corresponding figures for the volume of 

output and consumption. The changes in volume are very much 

smaller than for total value. Most of the value changes are thus 

accounted for by the changes in price. This table alsa shows 

again how the changes which may take place outs.ide the EC before 

Turkey joins may dwarf the effects of membership itself. Thus 

production volume· increases 3% with present membershtp and 6% 

with future membership (the table shows indicesbased on -1998::::100 

thus 139/i31 is a 6% increase). consump·tion volume increases 4% 

now, and only 3% later. 
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Fig-ure. 3 Effect of CAP on the· vo.lue of Turkish px-oduction, 

co'nsumption and average produ.ce:r P.rices { 1988,1995) 



'fable S Indices of a•;rgregate production and consum:ı;:d.:.ion 

{1988 out=:tO\J) 

1983 1995 

le, o"' O o< lo 

:ı'o·cdur.:tioıt 

Vol\ımc 103 100 131 139 

Va1uc 136 !C~ 159 1&1 

Consııı:nption 

Vollım<: '"' 100 H9 

Valııc 12! !CO 1.76 

'I'h~:: effects on 'I'u:ckey' s aqricultu:r.al tra.de ı'l:i.:ll bü an 

impo:ı:tc.n.1t fe.ct:or in considering the benefitı::• of her mc~mb(::ırshj.p of 

the Cl\J:''. 1\g:cicı.;ıl tur al exports are an impoı:tant contributo:c to 

foreign exchange earning·s. Ta.bJ.e 6 shov1s that . the existing 

positive · l::;aJ.ance of ag:cicultural t:r.ade of about onf.o billion 

do1lars i .s quadrupled if 'l'urkey jo.i.ns no~-ı. If ıne.mbership is 

delayecl., the tr· ade balanc2 first •...:orsens slightly ·and is th(·m 

helped by joining the communi ty, but by a rrıuch smalle:c n:a.ı:·gin üı 

1995; that j_s about 33% from $900 ı~illıon to $1200 mil.lion. No 

matte.c vih.etiı.er T'l_ırkey :;j o in s now or la ter, Chere ü;; 0. large boost 

to B1{port,:;. 'l'he c1.tfference batw-e en cn·t:cy sooner o:r la ter ts du2 

to the Slıbstantia.l rise j.n agricultural iınports if menıbership Ls 

delayed until 1995. 
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Table 6: rmpacts of the CAP on agricultural trade 

1988 1995 

In o"'. Ooe '" 
Agricultural Trade millions S 

""""' 5.608 2.110 1,207 4,448 

Im po"' ı.sss 1.133 312 3;J7 

Balance 4,113 976 895 1.211 

These results show the estimated effects of the reactions of 

Turkish farmers and con$umers to the economic signals experienced 

under the CAP. The most important such sign-als are the support 

prices, import lev~es, export refunds and processor subsidies 

lflhich are the main instruments of support. Under the complex 

commodity regimes of the CAP, farmers generally do not receive 

direct subsidies, rather the market prices are indirectly 

manipulated by border protection and ~he devices of intervention 

buying, and subsidies storage and processing. !ndices of the 

average producer pric~s which result from these suppo~ts are 

shown in Table 7, together with the corresponding average 

producer prices outside the EC. In all cases, these average 

prices take into account the different prices producers will 

obtain from their domestic market and the various export markets 

open to them. 
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The overall rise in prices due to the CAP in 1988 is 25% 

This is weighted average for all commodities ,based a 
the on 

pattern of production under EC prı· c es. •r bl 7 h a e s ows that the 
expected changes in market citcumstances over the seven years 
1988 to 1995 gives rise to a similar average price change (24%). 

By contrast, because EC support prices are projected to continue 

to trend dowm..;ards, the prices effects of membership in 1995 in 

very much smaller, just 2%. The table alsa shows·that effects are 

very different from one crop group to another. Taking just four 

categories of crops and focusing on 1988, the.biggest price rises 

will be experienced by cereal producers (95%), the next biggest 

by industrial crop producers (24%) and livestock producers (11%). 

.Because the support regimes for frui t, vegetable and nut 

producers are very much lighter ?heı·r _~rı·ce r· ı ( ~ M ıses are ower 7%}. 

The differences in producer prices inside and · outside th.e 

community in 1995 are quite different. Whilst cereal 

producers still, on average, enjoy a significant price effect 

(about 40%), the average prices for the three other comitJoditY 

groups all decline, especially for industrial crops (-23%}. 

'f 

'I'able 7; Impact of the CAP on average producer prices 

~~~~~~~~~T~ ı~ ooe 1 o"' ı~5 

Index of averag-:: pı·o..iucc:r prke 1933 Ouı "' 100 

Overall 

Cereals and pulses 

125 

195 

114 

' '"' ı 
100 1 

!24 

118 

117 
100 ı 

:::~~~::.dı~~~ 
uı 

121 

Fruit, vegetab!es and nuts 

Uvesı:ock 

126 

162 

"1 ml 
il~J 

Given the periodic erises caused by the excessive growth iri 

agricultural budgetary elcpenditure in the EC it is not surpri_stng 

that the budgetary cost is considered to be a most important 

factor in assassing the effects of further enlargement of the EC. 

For this reason calculations have befn made to assess this cost 

fo:ı-: all the relevant canımedi ties and all the· main categories of 

expenditure. T~v:ı results show that the cost to the EC budget of 

supporting the commodity regimes in 'l'urkey in 1988 would amount 

to $4.5 billion (ie, 17%). This compares to the total FEOGA 

(. guarantee ;!!Xpenditure in that year of $26 billion. BY 19_95 this 

cost is significantly lower at $3.1 billion. No p:cojections have 

been made of the expected total FEDGA expenditure for the" whole 

Commodity in that year. 



3.4 Impact on agricultural production and farming ineames 

3.4.1 Effects on the volume of production 

It will have become clear by now that there is no simple 

single answer to the questiori, what is the effect on Turkish 

agriculture of joining the CAP? There are several comparisona 

which are 'interesting and useful. In the tables in the next three 

sections the absolute levels o'f production, consumption and trade 

will be presented together with two sets of percentage changes. 

The first percentage change, denoted '95i/95o 1 , shows the effect 

of EC entry in 1995 compared to the situation outside the 

community in 1995. This is comparison B explained in seetion 3 

above; it is called the effects of membeirship in the fu_ture. The 

last column in each table, denoted '95i/88o', shows the change i~ 

the variable after entry in 1995 compared to the present 1 ie 1 

1988, level. This is comparison ·c explained above and termed the 

effect of future membership compared to now. It has already been 

pointed out that _in making' this latter comparison much of the 

observed change in many variables is not due to EC membership, 

but the changes likely to happ~n irrespective of Turkish 

accessian between now and 1995. For this reason, and·because the 

main object of this study is to focus the effects of the CAP, 

most of the discussion will focus the comparison of 1995'in' 

versus 1995 'out', {ie,95i/95o). 
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'!'abli:: 7 summari.es the changes üı voluıue of production for 

the four aç~rx:egate commadities and for the f.ift.een cornmodj.ty 

groups. Reading ı:.'lown the table, .it can be seen that the· OV(::O\rall 

6t rise Ln the volume of output h:ldes a range of changes for 

different commodities ranging from the fall in production of 

livestock products and to a lesser extent cereals and pulses, to 

the large increases in output· of industrial products. Frui t, 

vegetables and nuts show a modest increase in output. 

The EC is the major market for corn (maize). 'l'he limit to 

this trade imposed is the .current EC deficit in corn,. 4.3 

million tonnes. !!'or all the other exports to the community the 

upper liınits imposed were binding. The magnitude of· these limits 

ı.-ras sometoJhat arbitrary, they were based on estimates of what 

proportion of Turkey ı s exports ı.-wuld be of sufficient quality to 

be a,cceptable in EC markets. The fact that all the. limits' were 

• r!=ached implies that there ~-ıould be pressure from t-ıithin Turkey 

to gain acceptance into the EC market for these products given 

the· relative prices in the t.wo area,s. The imports· in the ı fruit 

and nuts 1 category were mostly accounted for by irnpo:rts of olive 

oil. The other major imports from the community are livestock· 

products, chiefly dairy and poultry products and beef. This is 

trade created by the single market between Turl\.ey and the rest 

of the EC af ter her access i on. 
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3. 5 'l'he budgetary cost of ~('Urke,Yı s accc~Bsio.n 

.1"/:i.th:Ln. thEi EC a. majoı.:· eleırıe.nt in the polj.tica1 economy 

the CA.P is the co st of the support regimes to the commurd. ty ı s 

budget. Nost major changes in the commen Agricu:Ltural Policy to

date have resul te d from the ne\~d to contain the growth in the 

budgetary co st of f arm supports. In the discussion of 'I'urkish 

entry, the issue of the potential budgetary co st has be-9n ra i sed 

as a possible problem. 'fhese therefore provide the jı..ıstification · 

for calculating the budgetary cost of fur.ther enlargement of the 

comnıunity to inc.lude Turkey. 

The budget of the EC is used to support the commen policies 

of the coınmunity, the most expens~ve of which is the CAP. There 

are four sources of funds for the budget, the comman cuStoms 

tariff, levies on agricultural imports and sugar production, a 

sh are of ·a commonly based vaıue-added tax and a share based .on 

each member state ı s contri.bution to community GDP. Expenditures 

under the comman Agricultural Policy take place from the fund 
kno~ın as E'EOGA, (this is the E':r;-ench acronym for the European 

Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund). T1_ıe major share of 

FEOGA {about 95 %) is the guarantee seetion whi'ch supports the 

spending under the comman organisation of the markets. The 

remaining 5 % is the guidance seetion from which same of the 

structural measures are funded. chapter 7 discusses the 

possibilities for Turkey benefiting from guidance expenditures, 
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ı 
t. 
i 
[ 
' 

·rhe rest 

budgetary 

result of 

of this seetion presents caıculations of the likely 

floi<ls in and out of the FEOGA guarantee. seetion as a 

the application of t e suppor r ı. h t e gl. me s to "'urltish 

t · d t calculate the expendi tur es on agriculture. No attemp· ıs ma e o -

other European policies; this would be outside the brief of this 

study. Neither, for the same reason, J.s there any attempt to 

' ıı·kely contrl·butions to the Community budget. calculate Turkey s . 

h ı · report"d here is based on Although t e ana ysıs "" 

f h th CAP vıould operate in detailed consideration o ow e 

it was not possible to capture all of the intricacies 

operation 

considerable 

of the CAP .. ~he rnajor omitted area 

budgetary expenditure is storage of 

a very 

•rurkey, 

of the 

involving 

surplus 

th Communl.ty spends a large amount of money produce. In reality, e 

s taring 

to hold 

difficult 

Subsidizing the private seetar agricultural surpluses or 

such stocks. In a comparative 
# 

static model it is 

to incorporate the dynamics of storage. The working 

assumption· adopted is that this analysis refers to a long run 

equilibrium · h down nor increased, in which stocks are_ neıt er run 

thus there is no additicnal cost of storage to measure. Any 

production which is surplus to domestic or foreign commercial 

sal es is thus exported with. a refund equal to the difference 

betV'Ieen the communi ty and world market price. The two main 

headings of budgetary expenditure are thus export refunds and 

producer and processor aids. 
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There are same contributions to the .budget from the 

operation af the CAR. These are alsa classified under· two 

headings, variable import levies and co-responsibility levies. 

The former apply to the imports of.produce into the EC from 

third countries. They ensure that the community 1 s high support 

price is not undermined ,bY cheaper foreign goods. co-

responsibility levi es are taxes imposed an a number of 
commodities (eg, cereals, · milk and sugar) which ıower the 

producer price and raise revenues to be used for market promotion 

or as a contribution to the budget. sugar coresponsibility 

levies are an oWn Resource, th~se for milk and cereals are 

classed as negative expenditure. The sum of these four quantities 

is refe·rred to here as the total . net FEOGA guarantee 

expenditure. The results of the calcülations are shown in Table 

8 for 1988 and Table 9 for 1995. 

Table 8 EC.budgetary expenditures and receipts arising out of 

Turkey 1 s accession, 1988 

- -
Prodocer/ Total -· '''"''"" !m port Coresponsitıilit}' Net 

Refurıds Aids Levi es """" Expeııditu.Ie 
'OOOS 'OOOS ·ooos 'OOOS ·ooos 

1988 . 
o Ovo..U 483.339 

4,=~=· 67.50'? 46,361 4,526,..%8 

ı Cereal + Pulses 116,9ll 41,151 22,402 5S3.261 

2 lndustrial 207,083 2.478.514 o 23,915 2.661,683 

3 Fruit & Vcg 4S.364 6%,.312 7,740 o 733,936 

4 Livestock 113.980 44S,n6 12,018 "' 547,688 
-· 
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In "1.983 the tot&l B'F.OGA co.s·t of Tur.<ü:h accessJ.on ı·:ould be $ 

4-.5 billion. 'l'his is about 2:t% of. tha 1988 cost ç;f oJ..-ganizing 

the r:ıarke.ts in the zc C'f. twelve It c;~n be. ı;.;een that tt,:: major 

cont:r.:i.J:rııto:c tc the btıdgete.ry cosi.: is the cost of producer .:ınd. 

proce::;şor aid.s { acr.:ountJ.ng for 90 % of expenditt'i.res). Th0, ex.port 

rt::funds ar:;: a sınaller s ha re of tlJ;~. co s ts. '1·-bi:::. prn:t~:r.n of 

expenditure by thf.! natu:ı:e of t:.he meBsur.es i . .n not typJ<::aJ. c:.f the 

general patte.rn in the comınuıü ty. 'T!.:ıı~ ma.j or soı.ı::-ce v:C the. 

exp~:ndi tur e. o ı.~. processor aids is in the :tegj tn e. :s for d:urum ''iheat 

($ 53'/ m), 1ounflower ($713 IR), soya ($ 28(\ ı~:), C')1:to:o (t:; 801 Wl), 

toba.cco ( $ 664 m), olive oil (S 303 m), kuJtanaa ($ 229 N) and 

sheep meat {$ 349 m}. The larçjest contributors t;:ı the c.:ıst ·of: 

export refı..ı.nds ~1ere tobacco and shcep meat:, ıııı:ı;:-ort ievies and co~· 

re,~ponsjj:ıilit:y levies con·tributed a relatively t~~ivial amou-.ıt to 

the budget ,· most of whs.t was collected under: these head.ings caıne 

fr:J::; ri ce import.~; i;md sugar product.ion respectivel)r. 

• 
EC budget:.ary expenditurerJ and r-eceipts .a.rising out of 

•rurlteyı s accessionr 1995 
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In 1995, the closing of the gap in EC and world prices 

.reduces the FEOGA cost of support in Turkey to $ 3.1 billion. 

The same overall pattern of expenditure occurs in 1995 as in 

1988. Thus the major heading of expenditu.re is the producer and 

processor aids relating to the same commodities as listed above. 

Expendi tur e on export refunds fal ls proportio.nately mor e because 

of the narrowed gap in EC and world prices and because the 

volumes exported under 1995 'in' are sınaller than for 1988- 'in', 

Turning to the revenue sources for FEOGA, because there is a 

considerable rise .in imports, the import levies raise more money 

in 1995 than in 1988. The main contributors are eggs and milk. 

However' the magnitudes are still small by comparison to the 

expenditure flows. co-responsibility. levies raise a little more 

in 1995 chiefly because the production of sugar is much higher 

for 1995 'in' than 1988 'in' . 

The FEOGA costs presented are not the full story. The the 

above amounts must be added any accessian compensatory amounts 

(ACAs) which may become necessary if Turkish membership is phased 

in over a period of years, and also monetary compensatory amounts 

(MCAs). Neither has been included. The ACAs are a transitional 

item whose magnitude cannot be determined without the de~ails of 

the accessionary arra_ngements. In any case they are usually 

small. MCAs are intended to cope with the difference between the 

politically determined green rates of exchange for each currency 

:cate.::ı o!.: 

e~~cl:iöX!<;fe a:re pJ.:.nnerJ. \:o be eliminc:ı.te_d by 1'993, th~~:ce ü·. no reason 

to inc:L:.;ı:·J.s _ tk!. :::1:.1 in the 1995 srınJ.ysis. It seemed <:·\ poir.\t.1<.:.3s 

exr:n <;:\.s;~ t:rying- to öüte:cm:i..n~~ t·rhat the çreen 'l'urkü>h L:Lra ı,:mıJ.l.d 

have been in 1983 so .NCAs ı,ıere not included -for that year e:lthe:r. 

This coHcludes the review of the results of the a:;~al:ys:!.,s of 

the impact of Turkish adoption of the CAP. '!'he warnings gi ve n at 

the bAginnin(;ı· of thj_s chapte.r should be not<:d carefully. The 

number.s presenLed. do not purport to foreca.st ıv-hat will happen tn 

1995 if 'l'urk$Y is admitted to the cornmunity. Hat:her, they 

lnchca.te tl:ı.e direction and magn.i.tudes of chang~ in the patterns 

of production, consurnption and tYade of agrj_cultural produce if 

Turkish fa:cme:r.s and consumers were conf,roılf~ed 1t1ith the price 

relativities liJi:.ely to prevail in the EC in 1995. 

• 
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